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·A SUMMARY REPORT
apidly advancing technologies and new ways of doing business-such as electronic commerce-are placing pressure on logistics· to be faster, more competitive, and increasingly service oriented. These changes, and industry's and government's role in
adapting to them, were among topics. addressed ~t the third annual CTS logistics symposium on June 14, titled "Impacts of
Logistics on the Upper Midwest Economy." The symposium began with .a welcome from Gerard McCullough, CTS director and professor of applied economics. McCullough gave .a brief oyerview_ of current logistics issues including the tri-lateral relationship between
shipp~rs, carriers, and governmental agencies. This report summariz;es the event's three sessions.
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KEYNOTE PRE·S ·ENTATION:
"The Evolving Economy and the Challenges for Logistics''

Introdu~tion: Mike Feriancek, Jostens, Inc.

Speaker: Robert Buhrrnaster, Chairman, President, and CEQ, Jostens, Inc.

PANEL I: Ecori~ll)ic Tre~ds and i~plications
Moderator: Profess9r Frederick ~eier, University of Minnesota .
Panelists: Russ Stephens, Deluxe Corporation·; Jim Schoenwetter, 3M; Mark Bowers, C.H. Robinson ·

·PANEL 2: Re-Thinking the Role of Government

.

Moderator: Tim Penny, Senior Fellow and Co-direc.tor, Humphrey Institute Policy Forum, University of Minnesota
Panelists: Randy Halvorson, _Mn!DOT; Paul Roberts, consultant; Tom Workman, Minnesota State Representative;
Professor Alfred Marcus, "£!niversity of Minn~sota
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KEYNOTE
agricultural output actually increased. Also, thanks in large

The Evolving EconoJ;Ily and the
Challenges r-or Logistics .

R

·part to-new efficienCies and the successful application of new
technologies, businesses prospered, Buhrmaster said." In the
industrial and agricultural sectors, markets broadem;d.

obert Buhnnaster, president

People began looking for ways to reach farther from home,

·and CEO of Jostens, Inc.,

and the national and inteni.ational markets
emerged.
How
.
.

described Jostens' past, cur"

rent, and future logistics ~ssues. He

does this progression relate to current logistics issues?

presented an outline of general U.S.

Buhrmaster used his experience at Jostens to make the con-

economic shifts and growth patterns

nection.

and the logistic changes ·that helped
define them.
·Logistics challenges and require-

In a typical year Jostens makes more than four million
shipments. Over half of these require less than a two-day
delivery time. The comp\}ny make~ more than 25,000 .shipments a year to international locations. On an average, 30

. ments have been a significant force
in the evolution of the U.S. economy.

percent of its small package shipments are to residential

The country's shift from an agrarian

locations, and the home deliveries segment is growing every

economy to an industrial_giant, and

year. "The-bottom line for Jostens is that to be successful,

more recently to a service, technolo-

we have to_ know logistically what is occurring because our

gy, and information economy, illus-

business depends on it," Buhrmaster said.

trates logistics' rapidly increasing
importance in business practices.

Having the right product in the right place _at the right time

Robert Buhrmaster

may sound simple, but it is the rt<sult of strategic logistics
planning and implementation. "E-mail, e-commerce,

Speed has always been a logistics issue. In the late 1800s, agricul-

overnight delivery, and the ability to track shipments with

ture was the economy's strength, with an overwhelming percentage
of the population involved in one way or another with production.

certainty at any time, 24 hours a day, seven days a week, has

At that time logistical requirements were challenging, but not" partic-

driven companies to be ruthless about cycle time reduction,"

ularly complex.

Tr~nsporlation

Buhrmaster said. In the 1990s, U.S. business has reduced

moved slowly, and information typi-

cycle times signiijcantly. Much of that productive reduction

cally moved at the same pace, over land on wagons or by rail, just
as products did.
The emergence of the industrial economy

-~~-~-ora--has been through the use of technology~automated

tools for sales organization, robotics,
more sophisticated machines in ·

in the early 1900s had a tremendous

manufacturing, and the elec-

impact on logistics, Buhrmaster
said. The industrial revolution
brought mass production using
assembly lines and faster, more
efficient modes of (ransportation
and communication that broadened
the potential market for many businesses.

the product itself, but the quality. of service, includ- -

Along with these advances came the-logistical chal-

ing delivery."·

lenges of meeting a larger, and more diverse, array of customer ·
expectations.

Deliveries used to be measured in months and weeks; now

By the early 1900s agriculture was no longer the major economic

they are measured in days and hours. Soon, measurements

force in s_ociety. But even though agrarian employment dropped,

for logistics will be in minutes and seconds. Since it is hard-
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PANEL I

er to squeeze manufacturing cycle times now more than ever,
how then, Buhrmaster asked, does a business increase logistical
productivity while still maintaining customer satisfaction? To
·maintain competitiveness

thro~gh

efficiency, Jostens has insti-

tuted a quality program to measure the performance of service
carriers against established goals. The 'company also meets with
its service carriers each month.
Speed was also a
factor in the
company's
. recent policy reversal
on foreign
manufactur-

""Quality

Economic Trends ·and
Implications
The first panel discussion of the s:rmposium focused on .
"Economic Trends and Implications.!' Frederick Beier, professor of marketing and_. logistics management sciences
at the University of Minnesota, moderated the dis-

does not m~an just the
quality of the product itself,
bu.t the quality of servi~e
ineluding·de~ery. ".

ing. During the .
time it took Jostens to

-Robert Buhnnaster.

construct operations in Mexico, requirements
changed. ·Moving to Nuevo Laredo added tw? days to cycle
times. When Jostens first decided to move, those two extra:
days were acceptable. Today, that

is ~ot the case. In addition,

Jostens discovered that crossing the border twice added !)Orne
inherent challenges that carriers were nqt willing to tackle. As a
result, Jostens recently moved operations out of Mexico and
back to the United States ..
Buhmiaster offered some suggestions for business:
• Upgnide to a consumer-responsive-system.
• Concentrate on produ.ct personalization and supply-chain
effiCiency equally.
• Pay attention to how taxes and business expenses financially
support Minnesota's logistical infrastructure.
In closing, Buhrm~ster urged representatives of business,
government, and the academic community to w.ork together.
toward
the common
.
. goal of competitiveness. Businesses need
to develop and implement new logistics methods constantly.
Government, much as jt did during the industrial revolution,
must create and maintain an atmosphere suitable for U.S: businesses to be world-class business leaders. And the academic
community, with the increasing complexity and quick changes
in technology and customer wants and needs, must be able to
identify and study the trends and educate and train the workers
who will be using this information. "Without these initiatives,
other regions or countries may dominate logistics; this may
mean a migration of jobs and investment to other parts of the
world," Buhrmaster said. ·

cussion. Participants included Russ Stephens of the
Deluxe Corporatio_n, Jim Schoen_wetter of 3M, and
Mark Bowers of C. H. Robinson. ·
·
. · Beier cited two main reasons for logistics' current position in today's economy: previous deregula.
tion of transportation industries, and the dramatic shorl;ening of product life cycles since the 1980s. Current logistics
. trends focus on keeping costs low, retaining a competitive ·
advantage through education, achieving dra·

Jim Schoenwetter, 3M; discussed ~he challenges 3M faces
with its logistics. To ineet customer service challenges, 3M's
customer focus includes product information and services as
well as a new database which tells where serv.ice failure
may hav.e occurred in the supply ~hain. By providing ser. vices such as shipment tracking and global trading, customers have more options and productivity improves.
Speed and cost are-other logistl~s challenges fodM.
Some shifts underway include mass customizing instead of
long manufacturing runs; providing the lo~est total delivered cost instead of the lowest unit manufactured cost; and
. integrating inbound/outbound shipments to ensure full loads,
instead of LTL (less than truck load) trucking .. Also, 3M has
shifted to outsourcing for total supply chain cost·reduction
because "utilizing the expertise of the logistl~s provider is
. cost efficient," Schoenwetter said.
In conclusion, Schoenwetter spoke of how current logis. tics issues revolve around change: change in transportation
availability and reliability, and change to increase competi-

tive advantage. He also promoted further communal
efforts between Minnesota businesses and
·matic gains through more control,
educators to guarantee a pool of
and utilizing the latest techno to- .
trained ~mployees.·
gies. "We have many more
Mark Bowers, C.H.
tools that allow measure- ·
Robinsoq, added the perspecment and control of comtive of a logistics provider to
.plicat~d logistical prothe forum. He recognized the
cesses through new t~ch
multifaceted position that
nology," Beier said.
logistics providers play: they
Russ Stephens, Deluxe
provide additional value to cusCorporation, spoke on th~ posi- . .
.
tomers while keeping costs low, offset
-F.Rdemck Beier
iion of e-commerce in the current and
pressures of the supp~y chain, compress cycle
future economies, referring to it a~ the new
·times, decrease inventory for businesses, anq provide a
·"channel where people do· business." Because of this, Deluxe
dynamic of real-time communication for the cycle process.
is designing its logistics capabilities to better serve a more
Businesses do not :took to logistics providers _purely for
customized market through e-coinmerce. The company is
ser_vice alone, however. "C.ompanies are looking toward the
increasing its transaction .speed to respond quickly to customers, streamlining its supply chain, switching to "virtual"
production plants, rather than ones close by, and dealing
directly with consumers-which includes many more small
. businesses than ever before. This·direct service, according to
Stephens, changes delivery service options and has become a
real challenge logistically.
Logistics will continue to evolve because of rapidly devel~
oping service and information market innovations.
Minnesota must have the.ability to remain "quick and nimble
for change in logistics services" to remain competitive,
Stephens said. In closing, he urged the audienc·e to remember
the following: infrastructure becomes less important if the
logistics are good; services are our growth area; increased
outsourcing lets businesses' focus on their strongest abilities; .
and remaining adaptable to change and learning new skills
are keys to success.
Jim Shoenwetter, Mark Bowers, Russ Stephens

logistics community to leap-frog the competition and hope-·
fully to stay in front of it," Bowers said. A significant number of businesses are utilizing more outsourcing. The result
of this trend, according to Bowers, is that _"businesses need
more complex solutions." He said it is the integration of distribution and inforillation flows that gives C.H. Robinson
vitality.
The trick to staying ahead of other logistics providers is
to·"provide technology-based solutions in a commoditybased business," he said. Managing the process of logistics,
rather than the·freight, is very important. "More and more,
we are moving toward a comprehensive integrated solution,
arid e-commerce is one of the tools that will help us do it,"
Bowers concluded ..

PANEL2
Re-Thinkiitg the Role of
Government

,_---"':"""'---~

"We have many
more tools that allow .
measurement and control of
complicated logistical processes
·through new technology;"

-3 .

The second panel di~cussion at the forum focused on "ReThinking the Role of Government" in logistics. Tim Penny,
senior fellow and co-director of the Humphrey Institute
Policy Forum, moderated this discussion. Panel members
included Randy Halvorson of the Minnesota Department of
Transportation· (Mn/DOT); Paul Roberts, consultant; Tom
Workman, state representative; and Alfred Marcus, professor
of strategic management and organization at the Carlson
'School of Management, University of Minnesota.
Penny opened up the panel discussion with a declaration: .
"Transportation is ·so central to our economy· that we need a
unifying focus ... and that focus can only be proyided if those
decisions are made in the public arena." He elaborated by
pointing out results of transportation-related decisions histor-
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iCally made by the government: toll-roads, railroad
land grants, lock and dam systems, interstate highway
systems, and more recently, intermodalisin due to the
growing international economy. Each of these components, Periny said, "has. had a profound effect on economic growth." It is the partnerships among-the government, private sector, and academia-that will
advance logistics, he concluded.
. Randy Halvorson, Mn!DO!, echoed the importance
of government in transportation. "Government is
r~alizing that transportation's influence
on the competitiveness of U.S.
products in the inte':'llational
market may pe much greater
than previously thought," he
said. Mn!DOT's role in
logistics is to provide ade·quate infrastructure invesh
ment for business logistics.
According to Halvorson, there
are three parts to this role:
• Ensuring that the planning process ·is
inclusive of Minnesota's business partners
and uses the right measures to gauge performance.
• Educating other"departments and agencies on the economic value offreight transportation.
•. Directing inv.estments to create-the greatest ben.efit for.
shippers.and travelers by using customer. information
and cost/benefit analysis techniques.

•

•

regional trade centers, and provide a safe ·
and timely movement of people and goods.
Complete an interregional corridor. study
(slated to be finished in the fall, for a release
in the state transportation plan in .January).
Issue an RFP to study freight flo;w, and study
freight performance measures.
Research and produce a planning model for
freight using the I-694 corridor model. ·
• Support the development of the "grains ·
flow" database financially fo_r private
and public business us_e.

Consultant Paul Roberts
elaborated on the new structure of business with the
introduction of ~-commerce.
Trade is still the fundamental
basis of our. economy-; with the
ease of e-commerce for cus- ·
tamers, increasing trade means
increased freight movement. The key for
the future is "lots of short truck trips." Currently
71 percent of all business trips made are between wholesalers and retailers in the same region. Businesses have had
to .rely, and will rely even more heavily in the future, on
these short regiona~ truck trips to reduce the cycle times of
goods and· remain competitive. These short truck trips could·
affect regional growth, planning, and efficiency of logistics.
Roberts also touched on the need -for governmental roles in
partnerships, education, innovation, and finance. He conclud~
ed that the government should be responsible for less expensive and more effective measures, such as truck zon!ng and
trucking priority lanes, to _"preserve capacity for the kinds of
transportation needed in the area."
Tom Workman, chair of the Minnesota House
Transportation Committee, emphasized the need to invest

Each one of these factors is or will be achieved through
public and private partnerships. As an example of this type
of partnership, Halvorson noted that Minnesota and Florida
are currently the only states with a freight advisory committee. Miimesota's coiTllTl).ttee includes members from 26 different public and private industries who ·determine sound
strategic investm~nts for the stare._ The two niain objectives
for the committee are multimodal transportation and interregional corridors. Halvorson concluded his
· presentation with a list of action items
.needed to meet those objectives:
• Increase travel options for people
and moving goods that enhance the
economic vitality of the state.
• Ensure safe and timely travel for
. people and moving goods.
• ~mprove the quality of life.
• Complete a revised business plan for ·
commercial vehicles.
• Link regional CeJ?-ters, which will.
erihance economic vitality, provide a
base level of access for all

;
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more in the current infrastructure and roadway systems.
There may be a need to raise the gas tax to complete such
projects, but it is necessary to ·take care of the current.
infrastructure system rather than spending new tax revenues on developing new modalities, like light-rail transit.
Moderator Gerard McCullough restated the main themes
Alfred Marcus of the Carlson School of Management
of the symposium to close the session:
sum~arized the current position of logistics: "Our expec• Current logistics iSS\.leS revolve around change .
.tations of instantaneous movement via the Internet, via
Th_ere are new pressures on logistics because of rapid- .
the telephone, are nor matcht:d by the reality of instantaly advancing technologies.
neous physical movement through other means." Two ·
• Velocity of goods must-be measured as they move..
different types of lqgjstics systems currently exist: one
through a logistics system.
where a consumer can order and wait for a delivery and
• Supply chains and logistics systems must be observed.
the other where consumer can go 'to a retailer and take
and understood, as businesses are tending to elimithe goods home the same day, Marcus said. These types
nate at least reduce their private infrastructures in
of logistics systems are very different, yet they are still
hopes that they can substitute the public infrastructure.
competing ~ith each other.
· • Businesses must lobby for and pay for the
According to Marcus, deregulation of transportation
construction and use of a public infrastructure.
systems in the 1980s was the best thing t~at could have
• Mn/DOT is now supporting the. needs of shippers and
happened to the industry because it lowered logj.stics
carriers in Minnesota through the Minnesota Freight
prices and stimulated innovations in the transportation
Advisory Committee.
field. He .emphasized, however, that the government's
• The new economy will feature a heavily ·
rol~ is very important and will probably always will be
increased number of short truck trips.
necessary in transportation. Government is the ,--..,.....,.-=---------., • Better zoning for trucking_
balancing component between private industry
must be addressed.
and safeguarding public interest, such as safety
and the environment, Marcus said.
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